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If there is no command prompt in your administration console, then you can use a Windows 10 iso file to repair the Boot Configuration Data. This Boot
Configuration Data is essential for booting Windows. It's stored in the C: drive and on the master Boot Record (MBR) of your hard drive. The MBR can be very
old if you haven't used Windows for a long time. Usually, you can't repair the MBR without a Windows installation disc. However, this is very old disk. So, we
need to change the configuration of the disk boot. If you want to download a ISO file of a Windows version you don't have installed in your computer, then

you can use a Windows iso file to fix the Boot Configuration Data. This is very easy to do. You can download ISO images and try them in virtual machines or in
your computer. The first step to fix boot configuration is by booting into the Windows Disk. Insert the Windows installation disc and select your operating

system to boot from your computer. You don't need to download this ISO image from third-party websites. The link will send you to the ISO download page
from Microsoft that you can use to download the ISO image file. In Windows XP and Windows Vista, we can use Windows Easy Transfer to transfer the

Windows installation disc files to our computer in Windows 10. We don't need to replace it with another Windows ISO image. You just need to change the
permission settings and then enter command prompt to change the boot configuration. The second step is to open the BCD editor to change the boot

configuration. In the next step, you can change the settings you want. Then, you can execute the boot configuration file. That's it. You have successfully
changed the boot configuration. You can boot into Windows or Linux. If you can't boot from the Windows DVD, then you can use the following steps to mount
and browse the files: 1. Insert a USB memory, a USB flash drive, or a USB hard drive to your computer. 2. Open Windows Explorer. 3. Right-click on the drive

and choose Properties. 4. Click on the Mount button. Now you can mount the ISO file that you want to use to boot from your computer and delete the
Windows installation files. To restore the Windows installation files, you need to run the Windows installation media.Call it a rolling cataract. Or a descending

avalanche of trash. Either way, it has been a
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